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These tests can be used with the new entrant or nonreader because the child is asked to help the
examiner by pointing to certain features as the examiner reads.Â An Observation SurveyÂ
presents the theoretical background, administration details, and scoring interpretation of the tests.Â
SandÂ is a favourite diagnostic tool of reading teachers, and StonesÂ was developed as an
alternative. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.
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This book is designed for use with an observation survey determining a child's reading readiness
and his/her concepts about print. Some pages have the words in strange order, some pages are
upside-down, and so on, although superficially it looks like a "normal" book. It is illustrated and has
big type, the illustrations facing the type pages. In line with the California Reading Initiative and the
assembly bills requiring informed diagnosis of children's reading readiness and progress, and
multiple assessments thereof, this is a valuable diagnostic tool for children entering school, to be
used with the test script on page 47-48 of Marie Clay's An Observation Survey of Early Literacy
Achievement.
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I bought this book for students in reading recovery but I also used it for other students including
gifted students. It is amazing how the children use it differently and get a different perspective on
them according to their levelGreat tool!!!

I love this story as well as the other Marie Clay stories to assess a students concepts of print. My
students found the assessment fun, and I found it easy to use and informative.

I love the book for the content. I don't love it for the backing (paper). I could have printed it off myself
for the same quality.
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